the development of writing systems reveals the interaction of different forces and tendencies: tradition and innovation, redundancy and laconism. Simplicity or complexity of writing is a result of the interaction between these. however, these qualities are relative and require estimation. the tendency to render phonological oppositions of the language more distinctly follows the interests of the reader; this tendency is governed by a demand for exactness, which in turn may lead to complexity of graphemic structures. this tendency is counteracted by another one, the tendency of the writer to save effort (demand for economy or just laziness), which may lead to simplification of graphemic structure.
this paper aims to demonstrate, based on the example of akshara shapes, how the demand for exactness serves to elaborate more complex graphic forms in creating a writing system, or in the adaptation of a borrowed script to new language structures. In so far as a writing system is a graphic representation of a language, it tends to follow language chang-lp lV (2) liudmila l. fedoroVa es; yet the force of tradition may restrain graphic changes, creating orthographic difficulties. the problem of the complexity of writing and its estimation is therefore in question.
the structures of an akshara constitute paradigms that can be compared with morphological structures. Some phenomena reveal similarities and may be described in parallel terms. these problems will be examined based on the data of Indian scripts.
some definitions
akshara is the traditional name for the main graphic sign in the Indian scripts; it usually corresponds to a pronunciation unit - a syllable; thus, an akshara is an orthographic syllable.
the Indian scripts, or more exactly, various writing systems in South and South-east asia, are descendants of the Brahmi script (which is recorded since the 3rd century BC). this script (like the contemporaneous kharosthi script) differs from the aramaic and greek writing systems in the way of representing sounds (phonetic units). Brahmi is more exact than the aramaic script in reflecting vowels and it is more compact than the greek script in its graphic realization (since only one grapheme is used for a syllable). nowadays this type of writing is called abugida or alphasyllabic, names that imply that in such a writing system the alphabetic and syllabic principles are combined. the invention of the abugida type of writing with the akshara as its grapheme was an ingenious achievement of Indians.
the term grapheme was proposed by i.a. Baudouin de courtenay in 1912. 1 yet nowadays it is used in different meanings. I use the term grapheme for designating the independent full-formed unit of linear script which refers to a linguistic unit. as full-formed signs standing in line, graphemes are opposed to diacritics as these are generally placed above or under the line. as independent signs, graphemes can be used separately and have their own linguistic referents; thus, they are opposed to sub-graphemes: to both diacritics (even when placed in line) and parts of ligatures. as signs referring to linguistic units, graphemes are opposed, firstly, to punctuation marks (signs of division and integration), and, secondly, to diacritics that refer to features and characteristics of linguistic units and form modifications of an invariant sign. thus, a grapheme is considered as a sign, with its signans and signatum. there exists another approach, developed by a.a. zaliznyak in his theory and practice of deciphering the Birch Bark Manuscripts from novgorod. he considers a grapheme to be an external side of a sign, a graphic unit, opposed to other graphic units, and capable of being a minor distinguishing element for a pair of written words (cf. the notion "phoneme"), even a diacritic mark.
2 he uses the term "letter" (буква), the more common term in the russian tradition, for designating a graphic sign. I think that both approaches are appropriate, but the former is more convenient for typological generalization.
like any other linguistic unit, a grapheme can have its allographs, such as uppercase letters. (when a grapheme is regarded as an external form, then uppercase and lowercase letters are considered different graphemes, but the same letter, as in China vs. china.)
Due to its structure, a grapheme may be elementary, complex, or compound, formed of several meaningful graphic elements composing a unit. graphemes, their elements, sub-graphemes, and punctuation marks can be generally called "writing symbols", a name that indicates the sphere of their use. (there are other categories of writing symbols in morphosyllabic systems that we won't consider here.)
In different types of phonological writing systems a grapheme can have a different linguistic referent - syllabic or alphabetic. Five classes can be noted:
1. elementary graphemes represent different syllables and even more complex fragments as inseparable units (e.g., CVC, CCVC, CVCC, CVCVC); 2. elementary graphemes represent only simple moras ((C)V, (V-)C); 3. a single grapheme represents syllables with the same consonant, accompanied by different vowels or by their absence (C x ) as an inherent characteristic of a syllable (where x designates an unspecific vowel);
4. a single grapheme stands for syllables with the same consonant, whereas its modifications differentiate vowels (C v ); 5. Different graphemes represent separate sounds - C and V.
the first four types refer to syllabic writing. the first one is common for systems developed from logosyllabic (morphosyllabic) writing or invented, such as the Yi;
3 it can be labeled as the Yi type. the second one is the Kana type (the Japanese model).
4 the third one is the abjad type (Daniels's term 5 ) which can structurally be described as a consonant alphabet, since different graphemes represent different consonants irrespective of vowels; functionally, it has a value of syllabic writing since it allows to read graphemes as syllables (according to gelb). the fourth is the abugida type (Daniels's term) which can structurally be regarded as alphasyllabic (Bright's term 6 ). the fifth type corresponds to alphabetic writing. notionally, it is possible to discern a sixth model with the vowel grapheme being differentiated by a consonant (V c ). the pahawh hmong script (invented in 1959) 7 comes closest to it: though usually there are two graphemes for a syllable CV in this writing system, their order in the script is inverse - VC. this may show a subordinate role of the consonant in a syllable block in which the vowel also has a tone function. So pahawh combines the alphabetic and syllable modes of writing: It has full-sized letters for vowel and consonant phonemes, and its syllabic blocks (arranged in non-linear fashion) follow each other in linear order.
the first four possible strategies can be illustrated in the conventional transliteration of the latin example:
JuVenes dum sumus.
3 the standardization of the logosyllabic Yi writing for the nosu language in 1980s results in a syllabic system of 819 basic characters (Bradley 2009: 179 (you) * (ve) * (ne) * (-s) * (du) * (-m) * (su) * (mu) * (-s) the third one (the abjad type) would be the following, with 9 characters like the previous one, but more difficult to read because of its undetermined vocalism:
the forth script (the abugida type), will produce the following sequence, with 9 graphemes as in the abjad type; but the symbols are more complicated, provided with vowel marks:
the fifth type (the alphabetic type) is represented in the latin itself - with 15 characters (see above).
So, these strategies differ in definitiveness of reading, possible variations in writing, length of the linear chain, complexity of graphemes.
In historical development there is no direct succession. the adaptation of a writing system to a language (the most common way of the development of writing systems), in fact, depends deeply on the structure of the language - its phonological, morphological, and lexical values. thus, the function of the abjad is appropriate for the phonological, morphological, and lexical structure of classical west Semitic languages, where: a) a vowel could not open a syllable, so it could be regarded as a dependent characteristic of the syllable; b) Vowels were variable in word-formation, so they were not a constant characteristic of a root. Yet, a vowel accompanied a consonant, and, therefore, it was a regular and implied characteristic of a consonant or a syllable as a pronunciation unit as well. So the abjad writing has the advantage of laconism for a scribe, yet it provides difficulties for an inexperienced reader.
the abugida principle was probably discovered in writing Indian prakrits, where the structure of a syllable, which could be CV or V, imposed two demands: a) Since a vowel could correspond to a syllable, it needed a special designation; b) Different vowels needed different designations. thus, systematic vowel differentiation was a main achievement of Indian scripts. Based on akshara graphemes the scripts developed paradigms of akshara's modifications with subgraphemes that may be named the akshara's grammar.
3. the aBugida properties the base structure of a writing system is its alphabet. In order to distinguish between the paradigmatic system and its functioning, I prefer to use the term "alphabet" for a paradigmatic system of graphemes that: a) correspond to the sounds - phonemes or syllables of a given language, b) are arranged in a stable order, 9 c) usually have appropriate names - a fact that makes them letters.
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In its functioning, such a system can follow an alphabetic principle or one of the syllabic principles - Yi, kana, abjad, or abugida, as introduced above. according to the alphabetic principle, each phoneme should be expressed by a full-sized grapheme. according to the abugida principle, each syllable should be represented by a single grapheme. the basic syllable forming the alphabet for many abugida scripts is Ca, where C codes a consonant and /-a/ is a constant inherent vowel (in fact, there are other systems with other basic vowels: /-o/ for the Bengali and thai script, /-ä/ for the ethiopian script). the main component of an alphabet is a set of Ca graphemes ("consonant aksharas").
thus, the name of the national Indian hymn "jana gana Mana" (that means 'all men's mind') can be written in the Bengali script (where it sounds jono gono mono) with a chain of 6 elementary graphemes (only 4 different items), each of them representing a basic syllable:
there can be two sorts of modification due to the syllable structures of the language:
1. indicating vowel variation (Ci, Cu, Ce, etc), or 2. forming consonant clusters (СCa or CCCa).
they form the enlarged repertoire of graphic signs. the former modification is usually realized as a diacritic modification of an invariant Ca grapheme; the latter as a ligature of two (or more) graphemes. Diacritics usually save the basic shape of a grapheme intact, using the vertical dimension (as superscripts or subscripts); ligatures can enlarge the horizontal dimension of a grapheme, uniting two shapes in a common space in line.
this is the most common model. yet it has variants and deviations in the historical development. lp lV (2) liudmila l. fedoroVa thus, vowel transformations can also be indicated without diacritics, but in changing the orientation of the main graphic shape, as in the Canadian Cree script invented by j. evans in 1840 (Fig. 1) . In general, vowel modification may be compared with word formation, while consonant ligatures correspond to compounding.
4. the akShaRa'S gRaMMaR the akshara's grammar can be regarded as a model underlying the abugida functioning of Indian scripts.
Vowel MoDIFICatIonS
the development of the paradigmatic system can be regarded in historical perspective. Vowels in abugida writing are represented differently in dependent and initial positions. while they are embodied as separate graphemes in the initial position, they are only marked by sub-graphemes in dependent position (after consonant).
In the early scripts, Brahmi and kharosthi, vowel modifications are marked with a minor graphic element: adjacent or tangential to the main sign within its own space in the line. It may change direction or point of contact in accordance with the shape of the grapheme (cf. ku : lu in Brahmi, Fig. 2 ), yet it preserves its distinctiveness. we shall call it a graphon, or inner diacritic. Its function is to change the vowel in a syllable; each graphon indicates similar modifications in different consonant aksharas. this is the first attempt to create the matrix of vowel differentiation, though not quite uniform. a similar system was invented for the ethiopian writing in the 4th century aD, possibly under the influence of Brahmi (Daniels 1996; Rogers 2005: 120) . the sequence of the first 4 letters' names produced the term Abugida (cf. alphabet); now the order of letters is different and they form the name halehame. 
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Fragments are extracted from the illustrations at http://www.omniglot.com/writing/thai.htm. a graphon is closely tied to the main sign (radical), thus forming an integral sign. this device, used in early writing systems, 13 was later developed by separating two parts: a dependent vowel symbol, separate from the main sign, and the main sign itself, which remains unchangeable. Such a way of writing allows the main grapheme to be conserved intact in its own space in line and creates a supplementary space for the sub-graphemes. these symbols differ from graphons and may be regarded as stable alienable marks of their phonetic function -i.e. as pure diacritics, or matras. they can create a more uniform matrix of vowel modification, which makes the script more distinctive, as we can see in Devanagari.
Diacritics use the "outside" space of the letter (akshara) - usually above or under the line (superscripts and subscripts); yet in Devanagari there appears also a complex mark for dependent vowels formed by a full-letter height stem (vertical stroke, which is a mark for the long phoneme /a:/ when placed after an akshara) serving as a base for some superscript vowel diacritics. (in some way this mark resembles the arabic alif in its function as a vowel carrier.) the stem cannot be regarded as a proper grapheme because it does not constitute a full letter, but when added to the main sign, it extends the letter space in the horizontal dimension. So according to its position, the vertical stroke can be a postscript or a prescript. Complex diacritics become more common in the South Indian scripts for rendering languages rich in vowels (sometimes forming circumscripts and even more complex combinations). Complex diacritics can take even more space than the basic akshara, framing it like "garments" around the "body", as sometimes in the tamil (Fig. 4a below) or thai scripts. the whole complex akshara takes the appearance of an emblem (rather than a linear sign), where the non-linear combination of its elements corresponds to the linear sound sequence in a syllable.
It should be realized that vowel differentiation of a syllable in abugida is not confined to the choice of a mark (inner or outside diacritic) designating a concrete vowel, but represents sequential operations of suppressing the inherent vowel (/-a/ from Ca) and then adding another vowel. thus, a vowel mark is an operator that creates a new unit.
now, two types of vowel marks can be distinguished: (1) those closely tied with a main grapheme within its inner space (graphons); and (2) those bound to the space of a main grapheme from the outside (diacritics). their common characteristics are their exclusively dependent use and their size, which is usually smaller than that of a main grapheme. 14 graphons and diacritics differ in their relative position (inside or outside the inner space of the main grapheme) and in their mode of conjunction to the main grapheme, solid or distinctly separable. this behavior resembles fusion or agglutination in morphology. therefore, I consider a diacritic as a writing symbol, which can modify a grapheme; its subordinate phonological function - to distinguish between phonetic variants of an invariant unit - determines its position (usually outside the inner space of the grapheme) and size (usually not equal to that of the grapheme horizontally and/or vertically); its mode of conjunction with a grapheme is distinct. Full-sized representations of vowels placed in line but differ-13 the device of modification of a sign in its inner space is still used in more recent writing systems based on latin and Cyrillic writing. like other devices - superscript and subscript marks, digraphs, ligatures - they usually just create another alphabetic sign and do not operate like true graphons or diacritics whose function is to mark regular changes of sounds. Daniels considers such marks, as they are found in Vietnamese vowels, as 'integral parts of the letters' (Daniels 2006: 19) . Such marks can be named quasi-graphons or quasi-diacritics, if needed.
14 this is not the case in South and Southeastern scripts with a large number of vowels.
lp lV (2) liudmila l. fedoroVa ent from their initial forms (such as, for example, marks for /e/ in Bengali, tamil, and other languages) represent quasi-graphemes, for they fulfill the subordinate function of diacritics - the vocal modification of aksharas, which in this way become complex. In a way, there is a parallel between akshara-formation and word-formation (word morphology): graphons and diacritics function like internal inflexion and affixation (respectively), Fig. 3 . (Fig. 4a) . while horizontal diacritics usually have separate shapes (as quasi-graphemes), the former are often united in tight fusion with the main akshara. Such inseparable shapes tend to function like kana signs (cf. Sproat 2006: 57). Yet, in comparison with the invariant form, a common base can be found. Moreover, vowel marks can have somehow distributed alloforms (one standard and three non-standard forms for /u/, (Fig. 4b) ), though the same form can refer to different vowels (Fig. 4c) . thus, we can speak about irregular graphons there. all this helps in developing the horizontal chain of characters, though it does not correspond to a linear sequence of sounds (because of the nature of quasi-graphemes). this is the common tendency for South Indian scripts. unpronounced ("empty") consonant can be modified by graphons in order to represent different vowels, and the same graphons mark parallel modifications of CV aksharas (Fig. 5) . thus, the akshara-grapheme receives the internal structure of an invariant base and a variable graphon; the paradigmatic structure of a system has two components - an alphabet of Ca graphemes 18 (the invariant shapes) and a matrix of their modifications with graphons. the device of "empty consonant" is also used in some other alphabets; e.g. tibetan, thai, and lepcha use outside diacritics for akshara modifications. an "empty" consonant is there as an unpronounced sign, serving as a carrier for independent vowels and thus maintaining the structural uniformity of graphemes. (as hans henrich hock brings to my attention, a similar attempt was made in Marathi and maybe other modern languages, where the basic symbol for /a/ was modified by the same devices that serve to indicate vowel differences with consonant aksharas.) lp lV (2) liudmila l. fedoroVa
InDepenDent Vowel ShapeS
another model of independent vowel representation is exploited in the Brahmi script. there are different graphemes for short vowels, and modifications of these for long vowels (Fig 6) . vs. c v2 ) is entirely comparable. they could be conceived as the operators of (almost) the same order, in contrast to the dot (anusvara) which is marking a secondary pronunciation feature (of nasalization). Such a function can be fulfilled by sub-graphemes of the second level. the minimal shape (dot) may show that this feature was perceived as secondary in the phonological hierarchy, and the phonological system could have the following levels: 1) consonant-dominant syllables, 2) vowel-dominant syllables (vowel phonemes), 3) vowels as features of syllables, 4) features of vowels - prolongation, nasalization, final aspiration. only 1) and 2) correspond to graphemes, while 3) and 4) are represented as operations, marked by sub-graphemes.
the paradigmatic structure of Brahmi script thus has three main components: a system of vowel aksharas, a system of Ca invariant aksharas, and a matrix of their vowel modifications.
Finally, the paradigm of vowel differentiation was completed with the introduction of virāma (or halanta) in Devanagari, for designating the "zero" vowel, or the operation of suppression of /-a/. nowadays, in hindi, a halanta is often omitted in writing, leaving the true choice up to the competence of the reader.
the Brahmi model was also used in many other Indian scripts: tamil, Bengali, oriya, gurmukhi, etc.
the kharosthi and the Brahmi models seem to be in opposition, but there are intermediate, compromise devices, so the opposition is not binary.
InteRMeDIate DeVICeS
In the tibetan script, there are two graphemes for /a/ (há/?á and hà/?à): the first one (the "empty" consonant) is the base for short vowels, while the second can serve as a diacritic for distinguishing long vowels from short ones (Fig. 7) . In fact, the combination of both signs represents a vertical ligature that serves as base for long vowels. thus, the kharosthi model is developed in a more effective structure.
another intermediate case is the gurmukhi script. It follows the Brahmi model, in that it has independent vowel graphemes, but they are based on three different graphic shapes (bases for /a/, /i/, /u/) for 10 initial vowels (divided in groups: back, front, and low). only one of them (the one for /a/ or schwa) can be used independently; the others obtain their different values with the same diacritics as the ones used for vowel designations with consonants, so they can be regarded as vowel-type carriers. thus, the gurmukhi script is a compromise and has a more subtle way of vowel representation. t.j. Bhatia regards this mode as a result of generalization, which Devanagari failed to capture (Bhatia 2003: 181-213) .
So, the graphic structure of gurmukhi shows the differentiation of vowels not only for the opposition "short : long", but also for the finer phonological opposition "front" : "central" : "back".
the DeVelopMent oF Vowel RepReSentatIon
the development of vowel representations in the Brahmi-derived systems shows a tendency to extend the linear chain of graphic elements (especially in South and South-eastern scripts for languages with a great number of vowels). while the main opposition of high and low vowels /i/ : /u/ is usually represented by super- and subscripts, there is an increasing number of in-line vowel marks. they still remain diacritics since they are dependent on main (consonant) signs and different from the initial vowel forms. therefore, the vocalization can also here be regarded as a phonetic feature of the syllable (the main phonetic unit), generating its variants - the proper function of diacritics.
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thus, the Indian writing systems rely on the syllable, or maybe on the mora, as a main natural pronouncing unit, although not an elementary one, with something like a "head and modifier" structure, where a vowel represents a modifier -"a soul" (in traditional tamil figurative terms). the set of invariant syllabemes, or the set of "moremes", is the basis of the abugida system. while such notions as phoneme, morpheme, syllabeme have been elaborated by linguists during the last 100 years, creators of writing systems resolved the problem of generalization of pronouncing units in graphemes thousands of years ago. their analysis can be considered as a practical base for further investigations. So the notion of "moreme" can be put in a line with others according to the logic of graphic systems using them.
Some gradual changes in the representation of vowels can be seen, moving from abjad to alphabet. while in the abjad, vowels are concealed, in so far as any vowel differentiation is absent (if it isn't specifically expressed by means of "matres lectionis"), abugida systems allow consonants to take different shapes "clothed" by diacritics designating different vowels. ultimately, alphabet systems represent vowels by letters equivalent in size and position to consonant letters. the greek "claim to democracy" gives vowels their independent status in the greek alphabetic script and in systems derived from it.
of course, this is only a metaphor. the greeks succeeded in alphabetic writing due to the analytic approach applied to their language structure (and maybe due to the inaudibility of Semitic alif and ain for greek phonematic hearing). abugida scripts are no less exact lp lV (2) liudmila l. fedoroVa in representing sound sequences; and the degree of exactness is relative even in modern alphabets. the absence of definite vocalization in abjad systems is more appropriate for maintaining the recognizability of roots. So the question of progress is more rhetorical than prognostic.
ConSonant CluSteR RepReSentatIon: lIgatuReS
Vowel diacritics produce complex aksharas, which can be arranged in paradigms. this resembles grammatical paradigms in morphology, where affixes modify grammatical forms. when speaking about the akshara's grammar, the set of syllabemes may be taken as its "lexicon" and diacritics of vocalization may be taken as grammatical elements since they produce standard modifications.
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another process is a compound akshara formation: It is to a large extent a matter of the "lexicon" and not only of "grammar". the integration of two (or more) aksharas helps to represent consonant clusters, and as a result the akshara becomes compound, with its components having more or less equal status. Compounding is a way to avoid uncertain readings of akshara sequences: Before the virāma (cancelling the inherent vowel) had been introduced, the akshara allowed sometimes a reduced, consonantal reading. ligatures were the constructive technical solution of the problem. thus, a ligature is regarded here as an integrated shape of two (or more) independent graphemes of equal status in a common space (without a lacuna).
the Brahmi script has a model for constructing ligatures, or conjunct consonants (samyuktākṣara), to represent consonant clusters (which were rare in pali 21 ). the model of conjunction is vertical, the base could be chosen as the best graphic variant. a ligature does not differ greatly from the akshara with a vowel diacritic: It forms an integral sign in a line.
the technique of combining ligatures was developed in derivative scripts. In Devanagari two types of ligatures exist: horizontal and vertical. Vertical ligatures have a fixed order from top to bottom; they have one common vertical stroke (if any), which is not longer than the line; that is why the vertical ligature is usually compressed. horizontal ligatures are not compressed, but only have a common stroke. the connection is systematic, agglutinative, and subordinate to the rules (yet there are exceptions when one of the elements, or both, is modified in fusion). thus, the consonant ligature differs from the vowel modified akshara as a unique integrated sign within the line. the whole conjunct tends toward minimal extension of its space and exploits not the principle of linearity (connection in succession), but the emblematic principle of a balanced graphic composition. Vertical outline space is left for vowel designation in aksharas, while horizontal extension is common for ligatures and some vowel elements.
In tibetan, the rules for conjunction are more complicated; sound sequences are not so balanced there and the structure of a syllable can be (CC)CV(CC) with a maximum of three consonants before the vowel and two after it. as a consequence, the tibetan script has a twodimensional way of representing consonant clusters within a syllable: (1) vertical stacks of
In reconstructing the akshara's grammar I follow the semiotic approach, formulated by M. neef: 'If a sign system has rules how to form complex signs and how to combine signs to form larger sentences, it has a grammar, besides the lexicon' (neef 2010: 231).
21 see Shevoroshkin 2004: 135-138. graphemes can be completed with one to two graphemes in line; (2) conjunct elements may be placed before and after, above and/or below the central one, which is the "root" of the syllable. Stacks of signs usually "hang" down from the upper horizontal line of a grapheme (which is named "head" and can be regarded as a sign-carrier). Vowel diacritics are placed above or below the root. the tibetan script does not use compression; so horizontal elements of a syllable form a free sequence, and the problem of dividing closed syllables arises. the problem is solved by introducing a dividing dot after the last sign of a syllable, a "hanging dot" called tsec. the last sign in a group before the dot (and without vowel diacritics) receives a "trimmed" sound value, C - without a vowel. So, a grapheme can have a syllabic or an alphabetic meaning according to its position: only the root is a syllable, while the remaining signs in line can be regarded as graphemes (aksharas) with reduced phonetic meaning in a complex-compound akshara - an orthographic syllable. the economy of effort allows omitting the dots; resolving the resulting uncertainty is left to the competence of the reader. nowadays, pronunciation differs greatly from orthography (many consonants are unpronounced, see Fig. 8 ), but this is not a graphic complexity, but an orthographic one. In many Indian scripts the vertical dimension serves for conjunct consonants (often in compressed form), while many vowel diacritics are placed in line; as a result, the paradigmatic system can have an additional component of conjunct consonants. another way to represent consonant clusters is to use a virāma (tamil pulli) in the non-final akshara.
linear and emBlematic modes of writing:
comparison Between phags-pa and the alphaBetic korean writing the extension of the vertical dimension used in tibetan results in the uniquely vertical direction of writing in phags-pa script, which is derived from tibetan but culturally affiliated to Chinese script in its appearance (Fig. 9) . the phags-pa script deviates completely from two-dimensional writing. Vowel diacritics and conjunct consonants are written in a common stack for a syllable; all components of a syllable are bound together in a linear block. thus, the phags-pa script seems closer to alphabetic writing, yet the structure of abugida is reserved in two main points: a) there is no mark for /a/ in the dependent position (after a consonant), therefore "consonant" graphemes corresponds to a Ca syllable; b) shapes of vowels differ in the independent (initial) and dependent position.
lp lV (2) liudmila l. fedoroVa In the syllable block the problem of finding a "root" component is more serious than in tibetan, since the model of conjunction can be fusion rather than distinct agglutination.
another way of consonant-vowel arrangement in a syllable block was elaborated for hangul, the alphabetic korean script (1443) (1444) . the problem of "root" does not exist here since all letters have equal alphabetic value. the most widespread structures of graphic syllables are CV or CVC (they do not always correspond to the phonetic syllables of modern korean). so the syllable block includes two or three components, but the relations between them are coordinate rather than subordinate as in aksharas, since their components are letters. a consonant may seem more important since it always opens a syllable even if it is absent in the pronunciation. Yet, a vowel has a somewhat privileged graphic role, as its outline (vertical or horizontal) defines the mode of conjunction of a consonant letter (or letters), which can be compressed (in the horizontal or vertical dimension respectively). the vowel-consonant arrangement in a block is determined not by linear order, but by the twodimensional emblematic principle of a balanced graphic composition and can be compared with the akshara arrangement. Yet the korean script is more transparent than the pags-pa script.
Compositionality is the most important property of korean writing: though looking like integrated signs, its blocks can be separated into letters, and letters into graphic elements that may often have phonetic meaning (distinctive features). another property is the symbolic and iconic character of their outlines that encode their articulation. these qualities allow defining the korean script as "featural" writing (Daniels 1996; lee 2009), where generalization is more perfect than in any other existing system. I would say that the korean script combines an emblematic mode of syllable presentation with alphabetic elements and a linear order of syllable blocks. Yet the korean script does not represent the exact pronunciation, because of some graphic and orthographic conventions. Some of these are connected with syllable structure: a syllable beginning with V receives CV representation, and CV-CV may be represented as CVC-CV; see the following examples (tab. since a vowel cannot stand in initial position, an empty consonant is used (which is pronounced as /-ng/ in the final position); the grapheme for /l-/ is not pronounced in initial position, but the letter refers to the traditional Chinese syllable /li/. graphic syllables (syllabograms) may correspond to the morphological structure of a word rather than to its pronunciation structure, as it is for <kok-ngu>. Besides, the pronunciation of some consonants depends on their position in the word (they have allophones). historical changes also have taken place. So, different rules interact in the writing, which makes it not as easy as it seems.
Moreover, hangul is not the only script in use in South korea. In fact, the writing system is of a mixed nature, including Chinese characters in a linear row (horizontal from left to right, or vertical, in stacks from right to left). the use of Chinese characters seems to be not only a case of tradition or ideology, but also serves for easier encoding of lexical notions.
So the korean script combines the linear principle in the sequences of blocks (syllabic or hieroglyphic) and the emblematic principle 24 of arrangement of letters in the syllable block. It provides a simpler solution to the representation of consonant clusters than the abugida system of phags-pa. Yet the latter was conceived as a graphic system for quite different languages (Mongolian, tibetan, Chinese, uyghur, Sanskrit) and satisfied its tasks. nowadays a globalized version of hangul, nurigeul, has been proposed for endangered languages of Southeast asia as an international graphic system. 25 6. analytic Vs synthetic writing the abugida system differs from other types in the use of two-dimensional writing. Its grapheme represents a hierarchical composition encoding the hierarchy of phonological units and features.
Simple graphemes -consisting of one "radical" for Ca -can be distinguished from complex and compound ones, combined with diacritics, or bound in ligatures. It is possible to draw a parallel between this difference and the analytic/synthetic character of word sequences (in accordance with the typological approach to language analysis by greenberg 1960: 178-194; 1963: 60-94. lp lV (2) liudmila l. fedoroVa analytic chains do not integrate lexical and grammatical elements, while synthetic chains integrate them. Similarly, analytic writing presupposes the use of simple graphemes, corresponding to a standard pronouncing unit (a sound, a mora, a syllable), forming a standard phonological unit (a phoneme, a "moreme", a syllabeme), while synthetic writing presupposes the use of complex and compound graphemes. this opposition allows speaking about the degree of synthesis (complexity) of a grapheme (S g ) and the degree of synthesis (graphic complexity) of a writing system (S w ), which can be calculated.
27
alphabetic writing is subordinate to linear order, it can be qualified as analytic. the abugida scripts for different languages can differ in the degree of graphic complexity. the korean writing should be appreciated in its linear units, the syllable blocks; in the degree of synthesis it can be compared with abugida writing.
while speaking about graphic complexity of writing, different parameters should be taken into account: the degree of synthesis, the mode of conjunction (fusion or agglutination), the general number of graphemes and sub-graphemes in a system, the number of allographs and of non-standard ligatures, and also the presence of word (or syllable) division marks. Finally, writing styles (cursive, calligraphic, or printed) can differ greatly in this respect. In addition, graphic complexity does not correspond to orthographic complexity which is connected mostly with language change.
conclusion
this survey, as superficial as it is, 28 yet reveals the tendency that exist in the Brahmiderived scripts to use two-dimensional structures in the representation of sound sequences. though a linear order of analytic script seems to be an easy solution for exact representation, compact forms of complex signs have their advantages. they can refer to different structures of a syllable and represent them adequately using two dimensions: horizontal and vertical. the meaningful elements of writing are arranged according to their value: syllable, sound as a part of a syllable, phonological feature of a sound. the paradigm of akshara modifications forms a grammar that is realized in abugida writing. even in the seemingly linear graphic chains there are quasi-graphemes or inverse combinations that make the script more complex; vertical representation in phags-pa also combines linear order (of stacks) and block integration. So the emblematic nature of akshara embodies the possibilities and advantages of abugida writing.
we can see a parallel tendency of two-dimensional arrangement in the alphabetic writing of Southeast asia. For example the korean hangul and pahawh hmong systems prefer to combine letters in syllable blocks with vowel letters as basic elements in non-initial position. Such representations break the linear order and create emblematic signs.
thus, successive phonemic representation in alphabetic writing is not the only way of graphic arrangement. the principle of linearity can coexist with the emblematic principle that reveals the hierarchy in phonological structures. these structures require decoding in reading.
27
an example of a calculation is proposed in Fedorova 2012. it shows (in preliminary estimation) the higher degree of synthesis for tibetan in comparison with Bengali, Devanagari, and tamil.
28 for a more detailed analysis see Fedorova 2012. the graphic shapes of the akshara can be represented as forming "a grammar" parallel to morphological structures. this gives perspective for estimating its properties in the frame of the akshara's grammar - or the graphic grammar.
